Abstract. In this work, we present an application of the recently proposed unsupervised keyword extraction algorithm RAKE to a corpus of Polish legal texts from the field of public procurement. RAKE is essentially a language and domain independent method. Its only languagespecific input is a stoplist containing a set of non-content words. The performance of the method heavily depends on the choice of such a stoplist, which should be domain adopted. Therefore, we complement RAKE algorithm with an automatic approach to selecting non-content words, which is based on the statistical properties of term distribution.
Introduction
Automatic analysis of legal texts is currently viewed as a promising research and application area [1] . On the other hand, keyword extraction is a very useful technique in organization of large collections of documents. It helps to present the available information to the user, aids browsing and searching. Moreover, extracted keywords can be useful as features in tasks, such as document similarity calculation, clustering, topic modelling, etc.
Unfortunately, the problem of automatic keyword extraction is far from solved. A recently conducted competition during the SemEval 2010 Workshop, showed that the best available algorithms do not exceed 30% of the F-measure, on the manually labeled test documents [2] . It is worth noticing that these tests were based on English texts. For highly inflected languages (e.g., Polish) it might be even more difficult and algorithms here are certainly less developed and verified.
In the presented paper, we employ recently proposed RAKE algorithm [3] . It was designed as an unsupervised, domain-independent, and language-independent arXiv:1408.3731v2 [cs.CL] 3 Nov 2014 method of extracting keywords from individual documents. These features make it a promising candidate tool for a highly specific task of extracting keywords from Polish legal texts. However, in the original paper authors evaluated RAKE only on English texts. Its performance on a very different Slavic language may deviate and is worth verifying.
The corpus used in this research consisted of 11 thousand rulings of the National Appeals Chamber from the Polish Public Procurement Office. In our opinion, this set of documents is particularly interesting and challenging. It contains very diverse vocabulary, not only related to law and public procurement issues, but also to the technicalities of discussed contracts coming form very different fields (medicine, construction, IT, etc.)
Automatic Stoplist Generation
The general idea behind RAKE algorithm is based on splitting a given text into word groups isolated by sentence separators or words from a provided stoplist. Each such a word group is considered to be a keyword candidate and is scored according to the word co-occurrence graph. The details of the method can be found in [3] . The stoplist constitutes the most important "free parameter" of RAKE, as it is the only way to adjust this algorithm to the specific language and domain. As recognized by the authors of RAKE, it is also a crucial ingredient on which the effectiveness of the algorithm strongly depends [3] . Our initial tests carried out with a standard information retrieval stoplist yielded poor results for the case of Polish legal texts. There were a lot of very long keywords, containing many uninformative words, even though our implementation did not include merging of the adjoining keyword candidates. Sample results are presented in Table 1A . To alleviate this type of problems, the authors of RAKE propose two methods of automatic stopwords generation from a given corpus [3] . However, none seems satisfactory for us. The first one is very crude, as it simply uses the most frequent words. The second one requires an annotated training set (supervised learning). Therefore, we develop our own unsupervised approach to the stoplist auto-generation problem. It is based on the observation that distribution of the number of occurrences per document for stopwords usually follows typical random variable model (e.g., Poisson distribution). Informative content words, on the other hand, occur in more "clustered" fashion and mostly deviate from the distribution of stopwords [4, 5] .
The simplest method of detecting this deviation is based on two variablesthe number of documents in which a given word is present df and the cumulative collection word frequency cf. For the randomly distributed stopwords the relation of df to cf in a large set of documents is defined by the probability theory [5] 
where N is the total number of documents, and P (0, µ) is the probability of the word occurring 0 times, provided its average number of occurrences per document µ (by definition µ = cf/N ). For the simplest Poisson model the equation the location of contracting authorities and verbs in conditional mood. Clearly, non-content words (information retrieval stopwords and verbs in conditional mood) tend to locate close to the theoretical curve given by (3) . We decided to extract the non-content words for stoplist using the separating line df/df = 1.6, which is marked in panels c) and d)
The plot of df against cf for all words in the examined corpus is presented in Fig. 1a . The Poisson model is plotted in Fig. 1b . One can easily see that it does not give an accurate description for the high values of cf. Therefore, we decided to replace the Poisson distribution with the negative binomial model. It is closely related to the Poisson variable, but allows for larger variance. It can be also represented as infinite combination of Poisson distributions with different µ. After substituting the negative binomial probability distribution function for
where r > 0 is the additional parameter of the negative binomial distribution. In the case of r → ∞ with fixed µ, the negative binomial variable converges to the Poisson model. In Fig. 1b , we compare the predictions of (2) and (3) with the value of r = 0.42, adjusted to fit the data. It is easily seen that the description of the high cf region improves for the negative binomial case.
To further illustrate the difference between the content and non-content words, we compared locations of a few sample word categories in (cf,df) space. We selected two groups of non-informative words, namely, the usual information retrieval stopwords (containing conjunctions, pronouns, particles, auxiliary verbs, etc.) and a class of verb forms in conditional mood, ending on -łaby -łoby. These two groups were compared with two categories of words which definitely carry important information, i.e., the names of the cities and the most frequent words extracted from the contracting authorities list (cleaned from stopwords and city names to avoid overlapping categories). The comparison is presented in Fig. 1c  and 1d . The displayed graphs confirm the assumption of larger deviation from the negative binomial distribution in the case of content words. Approximate separation can be obtained by df/df < 1.6. The terms satisfying this condition and occurring in more than ten documents were used as stoplist in RAKE keyword extraction algorithm later on.
Preliminary Results
After developing the method of automatically distilling the stopword list from a given corpus, we ran the keyword extraction procedure on the available documents. Since the documents did not contain any manually assigned keywords, we can do only qualitative analysis at this stage. The preliminary results are presented below.
We found that the method indeed yields useful key phrases. Its results for a sample document are presented in Table 1B and can be compared with the results obtained using standard information retrieval stoplist (Table 1A ). The extracted phrases look promising, as they clearly indicate the topic of municipal waste management to which the analyzed document is related.
To get more insight into the behaviour of the algorithm throughout the whole corpus, we also analyzed the most frequently detected keywords. Top five most popular key phrases are presented in Table 1C . The result is intuitively well understood, since a considerable part of the public procurement contracts in Poland (in the period 2007-2013, covered by the analyzed corpus) deals with large scale construction works carried out by consortia consisting of a few companies. This is clearly reflected in the obtained results.
Obviously, the most frequently occurring keywords from Table 1C are rather general. However, if we restrict ourselves to longer phrases, we can easily check that their vagueness decreases and that they still form meaningful and informative word groups. Analyzing the most popular four token key phrases (Table 1D) , we found that RAKE method is capable of extracting names of large contracting authorities and companies. This also seems a very desirable behaviour of the algorithm. Of course, in order to quantify the performance of the algorithm, rigorous tests based on the human expert knowledge are necessary.
Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we have presented a work in progress report on the unsupervised keyword extraction from Polish legal texts. We have employed recently proposed RAKE algorithm and extended it with the automatic, corpus adopted stoplist generation procedure. Qualitative tests of the method indicate that the approach is promising. In the future, we plan quantitative tests, however, this has to involve human domain experts and hence is a lengthy process. In addition, we plan also further optimization of the method. Introducing stemming and adjusting keyword ranking scheme of RAKE algorithm seem to be the most attractive directions.
